
 

OUR VIBRATIONAL/SPIRITUAL JOURNEY 

   Attunement Weekend with Paul Price 

July 5 – 7, 2019 

 

We will be blessed to have Paul Price and Nancy Rathlou here at Oakwood Retreat Center as our                  

guides on an expansive journey into a land of expanded awareness of what is being called                

forth from humanity (each one of us in particular!) in these days of wonder and horror;                

transformation and desecration.  

 

Paul and Nancy have provided a steadfast and loving surround for the Oakwood Community for 

many years. What they have brought into our lives has played an essential role in letting 

Oakwood be an oasis of respect, loving kindness and permission to take whatever next 

step is yours to take. We are thrilled to have them here and to let you share in what they 

have to bring. 

 

Here are a few words from Paul 

 

The art of dowsing reveals the magnificent invisible, spiritual ley lines that circle and intersect around 

our beautiful planet, year after year. 

 

I was just a young boy when my father gave me a small, Y-shaped branch, freshly cut from an apple tree. 

He showed me how to hold it and then told me that we needed to find a well for our newly purchased piece 

of land. 

 

I found the perfect location for our well very quickly, as I had no concept that would have me doubt                    

the efficacy of the dowsing rod. This was my first experience of honouring and trusting the invisible! 

 

From that introduction, my experience grew to finding the magnetic grid of ley lines that circle and protect 

our planet. In time, I was to discover that the pyramids, stone circles and ancient cathedrals were all built 

on spots where these lines intersect. These intersections intensify the radiant power of the energy the lines 

carry. 

 

The natural world; animals, plants and trees all hold this protective field too. Humankind is not exempt. 

We too have a vital part to awaken to and play, in providing a loving blessing for our planet and each other. 

In these troubled times, it is this loving vibration, flowing between us and along these ley lines, that will 

turn things around. 

 

In times past, Gaia, the earth mother, simply did a restart when the loving and protective vibration got too 

thin: the Ice Age, floods, cataclysms, etc. 

 

Let us come together and co-create, not disintegrate! 

_________________________________________________________________________ 

 

To register, please contact Oakwood at www.discoveroakwood.org 

We will begin with a 6:00 dinner on Friday and conclude with lunch on Sunday. 

Cost for the weekend will be by your personal contribution. 

All meals and accommodations are courtesy of Oakwood Retreat Center. 

http://www.discoveroakwood.org/

